
Magic Band Buddy Instructions 
   

“Snap On” Connection Type (examples shown with 4 different buddies) 
 

1. Unhook the binder ring by 
separating at the split catch 
(opposite the hinge) and 
carefully pulling apart. 
Remove binder ring & set 
aside. 

2. Push orange back part up so the “lip” 
on the horns goes above the head.  

3. Once the lip is clear of the head, 
gently push the “horns” back to 
clear the head. 

4. With the horns pushed back to clear the head, slide the back down to remove.  (Reverse process to assemble with Icon.)  
 

   1. Unhook the binder ring by 
separating at the split catch 
(opposite the hinge) and 
carefully pulling apart. 
Remove binder ring & set 
aside. 

 
 

2. Gently push the green back “tail” part 
down as you lift up on the right side of 
the red front “hair” part. Be careful not 
to pull them apart too much as they 
slide together & do not snap—you don’t 
want to break the slider connection. 

3. With the front & back able to clear 
each other, gently slide the front 
“hair” over the tail (be sure to 
observe the angle of slider motion 
shown below). 

4. insert your favorite color MagicBand 2.0 puck/icon and reverse the process  
to assemble your Magic Band Buddy! 

Use Position (lip on head) 

Remove Position (lip above head) 

Lip 

Split Catch 



Magic Band Buddies are made to be used as an accessory or decoration only. They are not to be used as a toy. Magic Band Buddies are not for children under the age 
of 3 due to small parts. Adult supervision required.   

Magic Band Buddies are made from biodegradable, plant based PLA (PolyLactic Acid) plastic and Made in the USA (binder rings. carabiners & holders excluded). 
BDI original Magic Band Buddy designs may be inspired by characters, buildings, or other properties of the Walt Disney Company. 

“MagicBand” is a trademark of the Walt Disney Company.  © 2018 All Rights Reserved. 
 

1. Unhook the binder ring by 
separating at the split catch 
(opposite the hinge) and 
carefully pulling apart. 
Remove binder ring & set 
aside. 

 
 

2. Gently push the light blue back as you 
pull up on the white front part, in 
order to free the “hands” of the Yeti.  

3. Once white front clears the back blue 
“hands”, lift the white front out of 
the feet slots. You now have the front 
& back separated. 

4. Insert your favorite color MagicBand 2.0 puck/icon and  
reverse the process to assemble your Magic Band Buddy! 

 

   
1. Unhook the binder ring by 

separating at the split catch 
(opposite the hinge) and 
carefully pulling apart. 
Remove ring & set aside. 

 
 

2. Gently push the back “ears” back as 
you pull up on the front part 
(head/glass/mug), then slide the front 
up to separate them.  

3. Once the front clears the back “ears”, 
you now have the front & back 
separated. 

4. Insert your favorite color MagicBand 2.0 puck/icon and reverse the process to assemble your Magic Band Buddy! 
 

 

Split Catch 

Split Catch 

Slide front up 


